NUMBERS
SCAVENGER HUNT
SUGGESTED GUIDELINES
 3-4 Hours
 Maximum of 3 items per location
 You can spend no money on items
 Nothing can come from you, your vehicle or your home
5 POINTS
Can of 7UP
Freeway exit sign
Measuring cup (1 cup)
Pair of dice
Pic of house address
Phone book
Receipt for more than $10
Calculator
Ruler
10 POINTS
Domino with 10 on one side and 5 on the other
Clock set to 12:12
Sodoku puzzle
Pic of McDonald’s menu with prices
UNO draw four card
Bingo card
5 playing cards that add up to 25
Gas station sign with unleaded prices
BONUS: Lowest wins (20 pts)
Pic of temperature at bank
BONUS: Hottest temp (10 pts)
Coins that add up to $0.84
20 POINTS
Pic of NASCAR car with number on it

Scrabble word that adds up to 13
Movie with number in title (sequels do not count)
Book on page number 222
Pic of odometer over 100,000
#3 pool ball
Any season of 24
BONUS: Different seasons (10 pts)
Pic of license plate with a 7
Combination lock
Pic of cash register tally
BONUS: Highest tally
Toy block with a “1” on it
Pic of elevator button higher than 10
Pic of speed limit sign
Pic of bus number below 50
Lottery ticket
30 POINTS
U-NO candy bar
Telephone (no cell phones)
NUMBERS TV show DVD
CD with Europe’s “The Final Countdown”
30 second vid of trio singing “Three Blind Mice” in a Starbucks
Sheet music with a 6 on it
CD with The Proclaimer’s “500 Miles”
Pic of team members playing Double Dutch (jump rope)
Pie
50 POINTS
10lb bowling ball
BONUS: Blue ball (25 pts)
Math homework
BONUS: 100% correct (25 pts)
#23 basketball jersey
75 POINTS
Magic 8 Ball
Dozen full size donuts
100 POINT
Pic of someone’s tattoo with a number

